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Advanced wireless security for you and your property.

The PowerMaster family of wireless alarm systems is based on the innovative PowerG two-way wireless technology, that has redefined wireless communication for intruder alarm systems with a unique combination of advanced features, reliability and performance.

Using Visonic’s revolutionary PowerG wireless network technology, the PowerMaster delivers advanced wireless security and additional safety for you and your property.

Features include:

- Improved security with extended range, prolonged battery life and unmatched wireless robustness and reliability.
- Ability to easily customise with additional safety accessories to suit your requirements, ensuring your home has the level of protection you need.
- Allows you complete control, including part arming of the system to turn on and off different areas.
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When an alarm is triggered by a burglary, panic, fire or other emergency event, advanced PowerG is Visonic’s breakthrough wireless intrusion alarm technology, delivering even greater reliability – closer than ever to wired systems and with unmatched benefits for your home or business.

PIR motion detectors capture and automatically send real-time images and audio from inside the premises to a central monitoring station. This creates an accurate assessment of what is occurring inside the premises, reducing the hassle of false alarms for home owners and potentially losing police responses which could affect insurance.

Also, in the case of an emergency, critical information can be forwarded to emergency services, enabling a faster response.

Installation is quick, simple and requires minimal disruption to the premises.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q. How long does it take to install?

The PowerMaster system is configured away from your property by a professional installer allowing the system to be installed in a greatly reduced time compared to wired systems.

Q. What do I need?

PowerMaster is simple to use via a keyfob, mini tag or user codes. Your installer will provide full training of how to operate the system day to day.

Q. Will there be any disruption?

As the system is wireless there is no need to run cables around the properties minimising the disruption and health and safety requirements.

Q. What if I move properties?

Your system can move home with you although it will need to be professionally installed in your new property. However, the system will also be an additional selling point if you decide to leave it behind or the new owner may wish to purchase it from you.

Q. What happens if I need help at a later date?

Your PowerMaster installer will be able to help with any future problems which may arise. Ask your installer for details of their service contract which will ensure your system is maintained properly and provides years of protection.

Q. How do I know when the system is activated?

Your installer will discuss with you a range of options from sending alarm messages directly to your mobile phones to monitoring via a 24hr Alarm Receiving Centre. This will ensure you are notified quickly of the type of event and can respond accordingly.

Q. Why choose Visonic?

Visonic are part of the Tyco group who are global leaders in the commercial and domestic security, CCTV and access control solutions. Visonic are trusted by professional installers across the UK and Ireland and are recognised as a brand delivering quality products and solutions for over 35 years.

Find out more on our website

Visit: www.visonic.com
Easily upgrade your system

The PowerMaster systems are easily upgradable with optional extras to customise your system.

PowerMaster Control Panels

The panels deliver a considerably extended range and its radio technology virtually eliminates signal collisions and interference. Installation is fast and easy with pre-enrolled accessories that are configured from the panel.

Additionally, it significantly increases the battery life of all the system’s security and safety devices, providing a greener, energy-saving alarm system.

A wide range of accessories

- **Movement Sensor**: Detects movement in the home, available as Pet Tolerant version.
- **Mini Tags**: Pack of eight proximity tags.
- **Keypad**: Remotely control your system from anywhere in the home.
- **Door Contact**: Detects if windows or doors have been opened for added security.
- **PIR Camera**: Detects movement and captures images to improve alarm validation.
- **Internal Siren**: For additional audible deterrent in the home & out buildings.
- **Internal Detector**: High security PIR with anti-masking technology.
- **Curtain Sensor**: Designed for the protection of doors, windows and all-glass walls.
- **Arming Station**: Touch screen for simple alarm operation together with proximity tag.
- **Smoke Sensor**: Added peace of mind for fire prevention and smoke damage.

Visit the Visonic website: [www.visonic.com](http://www.visonic.com)
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